winter 2021 supplement

Supplying calligraphers, lettering artists, illuminators, bookbinders, and papercraft
enthusiasts worldwide with books, tools, and materials since 1981.
B4302. Written
Letters by Jacqueline
Svaren. (1975, 1986)
2021. 76pp. 11"x13".
Spiral-bound
hardcover $50.00.
Introductory price
$40.00. Available
February 2021.
Presents
over 20
hands with exemplar
alphabets with stroke order and extensive notes
on the construction of each letter, generally for both
minuscules and majuscules. On the opposite page for
each hand, a calligraphic composition is presented and
Svaren charmingly shares her thoughts on the hand.
The entire text is calligraphic, written out by the
author in Italic. This new printing pulls the best from
all earlier editions.

MICHAEL CLARK

B4291. In a lone breath
it is written; it is spoken
just the same by Michael
Clark. 2019. 68pp. 8.5"x11".
Paper $29.95. SALE $24.95
This is a wonderful
display of Michael
Clark’s lettering and typeface
designs done over many
years. Each page is packed
full of his drawn and written letterforms, created with a
variety of tools. Throughout, Michael provides comments,
giving tools and techniques used for a specific title or
logo as well as more general discussions of his design
process. You learn details about lettering pieces you have
seen before and get to see (and read about) ones that are
new to you. Printed in full color.

NEW
Fenrir

NEW
Basilisk

NEW
Pegasus

NEW
Phoenix

S1089. Coliro Magic Color Changing
Colors. With the same sparkle and smooth
texture of the original Coliro PearlColors, the new Magic
Colors show very different colors on light/dark surfaces.
Great for both painting and lettering, the Coliro Colors
have become the most popular watercolor we stock. See
website for all available Coliro Magic Colors. $5.99.
JNB $5.29 each

THOMAS INGMIRE
B4324. Codici 2:
Calligraphic Visual
Communication Research
by Thomas Ingmire. 2020.
70pp. 8.5"x11". Paper
$29.95
This is the
long-awaited
continuation of Thomas
Ingmire’s investigation
I into letterforms as vehicles
for artistic expression.
What are the essential elements of a letterform, and can
those elements be disrupted or subverted to communicate new ideas, rhythms, and forms without literally
being read?
toll free:

IS39. Boku Undo Colored Ink Sticks. Excellent for
calligraphy, both broad edge and pointed pen. Easy to
grind. Rich, highly pigmented color. The ink sticks are
hand-formed, so there is variation in shape. The long
narrow shape measures approximately 2.25"x 1"x .25"
(5.7 x 2.7 x .7 cm). See page 6 for prices and full color
selection.
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MOBLIQUE 2-IN-1 DUAL-USE PENHOLDERS
The Moblique Dual Penholder can be quickly changed from a straight penholder to a metal-flange oblique holder,
and it screws apart to reveal a compartment to hold nibs inside the body. The original Moblique is available in five
soft-feel pastel colors (H133) and in five metallic finishes (H134). The new Moblique AL (aluminum) is available in
4 anodized finishes. All have plain brass flanges. All Mobliques are compatible with each other; you can mix colors/
finishes/materials to create custom holders. Ingenious and stunningly beautiful.

Moblique AL
Now available!
H150. Moblique AL Penholder. This elegant
new Moblique made in aluminum alloy has
an integral anodized finish that adds color and
maintains the metal’s beauty and natural metallic luster.
Each penholder is individually made, using computeraided precision turning on a lathe. Each weighs only 20
grams, less than an ounce, is comfortable in the hand,
and is easy to clean. Its 4-part construction can convert
from a full-size to a short penholder. Choose from four
colors: Frosé (pink), Mojito (light green), Limoncello
(light yellow), Dark Knight (dark grey). $35.00 each

N166. Cage Ring
Reservoir. This new
pointed-nib accessory adds a coiled
compartment that stores up to 4
times more ink than the nib alone.
Ideal for practicing, for long writing
sessions, and for flourishing, all
without the need to recharge the pen
as often. The brass-ring and
steel-coil reservoir adjust easily to fit
different nibs. Includes a small
manual with instructions for use
and cleaning. The Cage Ring Reservoir adjusts to fit
Nikko G, Zebra G, Brause Steno, Hiro 40, Hiro 700, Hunt
101, Leonardt Principal EF, and similar nibs. From Kous.
Patent pending. $17.00

H150. Moblique AL. Frosé.

By removing a segment, you can
create a shorter penholder.

H151. Moblique AL
Staff Extension.
Use to create a longer staff or to create a multi-color
penholder. Aluminum alloy. 60mm (2-3/8") length.
Weighs 1 gram (.04oz). Choose color: Frosé, Mojito,
Limoncello, Dark Knight. $6.00 each

N202. Suzanne Cunningham’s Favorite
Pointed Nibs. A sampler set of 8 nibs. One
each of Suzanne Cunningham’s favorite nibs for pointed
pen scripts (such as Copperplate Script, Engrosser’s
Script, Modern Calligraphy): Hunt 101, Hunt 22, Zebra G,
Zebra G Titanium, Gillott 404, Gillott 303, Leonardt
Principal EF, Brause Rose. $16.95

S1132. Yoke
Nib & Pen
Wipe. Made of an
extremely soft cloth that is
S1123
100% lint-free. The ink is
absorbed into the middle
S1123. Pen Pillows.
of the wipe, leaving the
Use this small rest
surface usable to wipe
for pen or brush. (It’s
again. Similar in thickness
super cute in social media posts.) Handcrafted in the USA
to a name-brand paper
using a synthetic resin that has a matte finish and gives
towel, but 10x stronger, and each wipe lasts as long (or
the rest a nice weight for stability. The marbled color
longer) than a full roll of paper towels, which means less
swirl of each is individually created and will vary.
waste. One side smooth, the other textured. Developed
Approximately 1-1/2"x7/8"x1/2". Choose: Mint, Gray
specifically for water-based inks, such as iron gall,
(Gray/White), Cotton Candy (Pink/Blue). $3.00 each
walnut, Higgins Eternal, Sumi, or Ziller. Pack of 5 wipes,
each 8" x 10". $4.95
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NEW! Flourish: Copperplate and Modern Calligraphy by Veiko Kespersaks
B4357. Flourish:
Historical Copperplate
and Modern Calligraphy
by Veiko Kespersaks. 2021.
200pp. 8.25"x11".
Paperbound $48.00.
Intro. price $35.00
Available January 2022.
A thorough
presentation that
includes detailed letterform
instruction for Copperplate lowercase and provides
various different capital alphabets to use with them.
Also includes embellished words and capital letter
alphabets plus pointed-pen monogram letters;
flourishing of script; flourishing to create pictorial
elements ranging from simple shapes and florals to
traditional off-hand birds/quill and modern style
animals; and flourished borders. There are sections on
color and paints and on metallics: gold leaf gilding
(flat and raised with gesso), using shell gold as well as
mica-based metallics. There are also detailed sections
on oblique pens holders, and so much more.

S1135

Gold

Pink

Red

Purple

Blue

Green

Actual
size

toll free:

I166. Shimmery
Walnut Ink. This
beautiful new ink layers
a colored shimmer onto
the warm brown tones
of Walnut Ink. For the
best shimmer,
thoroughly mix the
metallic color (which
has settled to the
bottom) before writing
and occasionally while
writing. (The stirring
wand of the Badger
Paint Mixer fits in into
the narrow-neck
bottle.) After testing
three colors, Suzanne
Cunningham response
is: “love, love the ink.”
15ml (.5 oz) glass
bottle. Specify color:
Blue, Purple, Red,
Gold, Green, Pink.
$11.00 each

DARK

S1136

LIGHT

These beautiful inkwells are also practical.
They are designed to make dipping your
calligraphy nib in ink both easy and spill-proof. The
cubes measure 2 x 2 x 2 inches. (5x5x5 cm). The triangle
has 4.25" sides and is 1" high. The 1/2 oz, plastic jars are
28mm (dia) x 25mm (high), and are Jumbo Dinky Dips
with black lids. The wood inkwells have a light wax finish
that resists water. Their color will vary. From Kous Designs.
S1136. Marble Cube Inkwell. Polished surface, nicely
weighted. White marble. $39.00
S1135. Wood Cube Inkwell. Choose from Light Wood
or Dark Wood. $13.00
S1137. Tria Inkwell. Tzalam
wood from southern Mexico,
which is at times called Aztec
Walnut. $18.00
S1137

S1138. Black Cap Jumbo
Dinky Dip Refills.
Pack of 8. $6.95

Universal Oblique Holder
H143. Calligraphica Oblique Holder with Adjustable Screw.
This holder has an unfinished, birch-wood staff, and instead of the hourglass
shape, the grip has a scooped-out area for your index finger. The flange is of
steel and of the same design as H120. The thumb-screw has a
spherical head. $34.95. JNB $29.95
H143

800-369-9598 v web: www.johnnealbooks.com
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OBLIQUE PENHOLDERS

H149. Tamblyn-Style Oblique Penholder. This beautiful new holder takes its inspiration from an
original Tamblyn penholder, with the finial modeled directly from his design. The staff is slightly smaller
in diameter than the Magnusson Style holder (H142). The woods: Gabon Ebony (black) is used for the grip, the band
is American Holly (white), and the staff (tail) is Niove (orange). These holders are masterfully crafted in the USA.
Each staff is individually turned, then sealed and polished to a smooth, high-gloss finish. Each holder comes in its
own soft leather-like case with decorative stitching and a Velcro closure. $75.00

H146. Zanerian Fine-Art Style Oblique Penholder. This handsome new holder takes its inspiration from the
classic Zanerian Fine Art penholder, replicating the wood-color sequence of the original. It uses Bloodwood for the
grip. Yellowheart and American Holly are used for the wide and the narrow bands. Gabon Ebony is used for the tail.
Its finial is larger and has more flair than the original Fine Art holder. These holders are masterfully crafted in the
USA. Each staff is individually turned, then sealed and polished to a smooth, high-gloss finish. Each holder comes
in its own soft leather-like case with decorative stitching and a Velcro closure. $75.00
H142

H142. Magnusson-Style Fine Wood Oblique Penholder. This stately, Magnusson-style oblique penholder has
been crafted in the USA, using three different hardwoods: Bocote (Mexico/Central America/Caribbean) for the grip
section, Maple (North America) for the band, and Sirari (South America) for the tail. These holders are individually
turned, then sealed and polished to a smooth, high-gloss finish. Each holder comes in its own soft leather-like case
with decorative stitching and a Velcro closure. $75.00

ZEBRA G FOUNTAIN PENS
FP154

FP154. Zebra G Fountain Pen. Uses a Zebra G Titanium nib and allows you to write pointed pen scripts
without dipping. The pen’s feed is specially designed and manufactured for the nib, so the pen doesn’t
leak. A kit is included for replacing the nib when it wears out. Nib replacement is not complicated but has to be done
with care. See JNB website for barrel color selection. $47.95
FP155

FP155. Milano Zebra G Fountain Pen (Titanium Nib). This deluxe version has a thicker body and a bit
more weight at .8oz, and is slightly longer. The inner workings are the same as the regular Zebra G
Fountain Pen. See JNB website for barrel selection. $84.95

N153. Zebra G Titanium

N153. Zebra G Titanium Nib. An upgrade from the Zebra G nib, which is
made of chrome-plated steel. The titanium version is said to have four times
the endurance of the steel version. It is a bit less flexible. $4.50 each
5/$4.25ea. 10/$3.90ea.

Sign up for emails from John Neal Books.
Our weekly emails are filled with all the things you love – new books, tools, and materials,
as well as any specials we might be having. Sign up at johnnealbooks.com or email a request to
enews@johnnealbooks.com.
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Sealing Wax

SW100. Glue Gun Sealing Wax Sticks. Easy to use – no
flame required. Sticks are 3-3/4" long (9/16" dia.) and
make 14-20 impressions. USA made. To melt the “wax”
for your seal, use a low-temp glue gun that takes full-size
glue sticks. The wax seal will be strong and flexible;
it won’t crack with rough handling. Specify color.
$2.95 per stick
S1062. Low-Temp Glue Gun. Full size, for delicate
materials. Perfect for the Glue Gun Sealing Wax sticks
shown above. $11.75

Calligraphica Crystals

Golden Leaf

SW107

SW107. Sealing Wax Spoon. Long handled metal spoon
keeps heat away from hands while melting wax or transferring wax from melting pot to project. Works with both
glue-gun and regular sealing wax. $12.00

S1095. Calligraphica Crystals. Add a bit of water
to these crystals and you will have a delightful
watercolor ink. This ink flows well through pens, and each
color contains a hint of metallic shimmer. A little bit goes a
long way! Crystals sold in “double” jar with two compartments,
allowing you to mix only what you need. Colors include: Black
Graphite, Blue Electric, Brown Anthracite, Dark Lilac, Golden
Autumn, Golden Leaf, Ivory, Magenta, Mint, Nickel, Rose Gold,
Sap Green, Twilight Blue. See JNB website for full color selection.
$6.95 each

Blue Electric
H54

H54. Adjusted 5/8" Century Oblique Holder. These gorgeous, turned-wood penholders have a metal flange to hold
the nib and are ideal for Copperplate, Spencerian, and other pointed pen scripts. This thicker version (designed by
Joe Vitolo) may reduce hand fatigue and is favored by those with larger hands. Now available pre-adjusted for our
most popular nibs: Brause 66EF, Nikko G, Principal EF, Gillott 303. These come ready-to-write, with nib inserted.
Other nibs will fit; see chart below. Wood color varies. Specify: 66EF, NIKKO, 303, PRIN. $26.95 each
H53. Adjusted Century Oblique Holder. Regular thickness. Specify: 66EF, NIKKO, 303, PRIN. $26.95 each
Adjusted Penholder Sizes, and the nibs they accommodate:
66EF: N70-Brause 66EF, N73-Gillott 290, N76-Gillott
1068A, N97-Hunt 512
NIKK: N113-Nikko G, N118-Zebra G, and other “G”
nibs, N81-Hiro #40, N90-Brause Steno, N69-Brause
Rose, N74-Gillott 404, N98-Hunt 513EF

toll free:

PRIN: N120-Principal EF, N77-Hunt 101, N82-Hiro
Crown, N86-Hunt 56, N88-Hunt 99, N93-Hunt 22,
N102-Gillott 1950
303: N72-Gillott 303, N108-Brause 511, N126-Brause
515, N83-Hiro 700, N99-Brause 513

800-369-9598 v web: www.johnnealbooks.com
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B4355. Bone Script / Neuland
by Carol DuBosch. 2021. 32pp.
8"x8". Paper $18.00
This thorough
introduction to
these two hands includes
exemplar alphabets with
detailed ductus showing
stroke sequence and angle
changes. There are letter
construction hints along
with many examples from
Carol DuBosch of the hands in use. With the required
pen turning, these alphabets can seem difficult, but
from her many years of teaching them, Carol leads you
through the forms, breaking them down and demystifying the hands. The book is half Bone Script and half
Neuland, each starting from a different cover. You flip
the book to move from one to the other.
B4346. The Speedball
Textbook 25th Edition.
2021. 120pp. 5.5"x8.25".
Spiralbound $15.99
This new edition features a
lay-flat spiral binding, pages
of instruction and alphabets
(medieval to modern), and
inspiring examples of calligraphy in use. Co-editors
Suzanne Cunningham,
Sachin Shah, and Carl Rohrs
worked tirelessly to create a manual that preserves the
historical elements but includes the modern technical
influences that are so visible in today’s scripts. The
result is a 120-page book featuring new exemplars, new
insight, and previously unseen works from any one
of over 75 world-class contributing artists, making it
among the very best editions of this time-honored book.
This has always been a must-buy book for broad-edge
calligraphers, from beginner through advanced. The
new 25-page section on the pointed pen expands its appeal. The Speedball Textbook was first published in 1915.
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Artifex Sealing Wax

S1128. Artifex Sealing Wax. Created from
a unique combination of natural wax &
synthetic polymers that is flexible when it hardens and
sticks tight to paper, allowing you to mail a wedding
invitation or other correspondence with a seal on the
outside of the envelope. It is pretty much Post Office
proof. Also, the sealing wax stays soft longer to give you
more time to make your impression. Use a flame to melt;
we suggest a crème brûlée torch (also known as a Butane
torch). 5.75" x 0.50" x 0.375". Choose from 10 colors.
$8.00 each
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Japanese Colored Ink Sticks

IS39. Boku Undo Colored Ink Sticks.
Excellent for calligraphy, both broad edge and
pointed pen. Easy to grind. Rich, highly pigmented color.
The ink sticks are hand-formed, so there is variation in
shape. The long narrow shape measures approximately
2.25"x 1"x .25" (5.7 x 2.7 x .7 cm). The boxes will be
marked with the color number prefixed by 152 (colors
are only named in Japanese characters). These colored
ink sticks are a professional art supply and not approved
for use by children.
(61) White $12.95
(62) Shell White $11.95
(63) Black $11.95
(64) Wine Red $14.95
(65) Vermillion $14.95
(66) Warm Red $16.95
(67) Reddish Yellow $16.95
(68) Red Ochre $12.95
(69) Ultramarine $20.95

(70) Sapphire Blue $12.95
(71) Purple $18.95
(72) Reddish Purple $16.95
(73) Indigo Blue $12.95
(74) Fern Green $20.95
(75) Forest Green $18.95
(76) Ochre $12.95
(77) Chrome Yellow $14.95
(78) Dark Yellow $12.95

IS40. White
Porcelain
Ink Stone / Grinding
Dish. Use this small
porcelain ink stone to
grind colored ink sticks
with water to make
liquid ink. Grinding the color ink sticks is the same as
you would grind black ink sticks, using small circular
motions. The white surface allows you to see the color
of the ink as it is ground. $12.95

B4267. Sumi Workbook
by Christine Flint Sato.
2014. 130pp. 8-1/4"x11-5/8".
Paper $30.00
An extensive intro to sumi
ink with the brush for Western artists, to create their
own art. Includes tool &
materials; sumi design, techniques, & effects; composing
artwork; a gallery of student
work and author’s pieces.

❧ email: info@johnnealbooks.com v www.johnnealbooks.com

Black Sumi Ink
If you have been using Higgins Eternal and want something blacker, try one of these sumi inks, which are often
diluted with water. Most popular: Moon Palace. Best for
children: Yasutomo. Least fragrance: Kuretake.
Bokuju Sumi. A shiny, dense black ink.
Very popular. Will eat your nibs. “Green
Bottle Sumi.” Fairly slow-drying.
I22-2. 2oz. $5.50

I43

Yasutomo Sumi. Matte black.
Comes in a tall rectangular black bottle.
KY Series. I24-2. 2oz. $6.60
I24-6. 6oz. $10.45

I43. Best Bottle Sumi. This popular
Japanese sumi ink is good both for
beginners and for professional work.
Smooth, rich black. Hard to find.
6.75oz, 200ml bottle. $15.85
I70. Moon Palace Sumi. While the
packaging is a bit different, this is
the highly sought after and highly
recommended Japanese Sumi Ink.
For both broad-edge and pointed
I70
pen work. Works in Parallel Pens.
Dries waterproof.
2oz. $6.15
6oz, 180ml. $12.95
15oz, 450ml. $19.95 60oz, 1.8L. $75.00
IS19. Shakyo-Ken Ink Stone. Has a
flat surface for grinding and a deep
well to collect the ink. Ideal for
dipping nibs. 2½" x 4¾" x 5⁄8".
$32.50

I126. Kuretake Sumi Ink.
Great for lettering. Rich,
opaque black. Less
odor than some other
Sumi inks. 2oz (60ml). $8.95

Ink sticks shown at
50% of actual size.

IS03.
Kenbimukan

IS04.
Gansui

IS06.
IS05.
IS07.
Mujokokuhin Skakyozumi Ranjyatai

IS09.
Chingen

IS10.
Akanegimo

IS11.
IS28.
IS38.
Seiryutai Fudenotomo Chinese #101

Black Ink Sticks
Japanese Ink Sticks. High-quality ink sticks from Japan’s
most respected ink stick maker, Boku Undo. Ewan Clayton
tested their full range and chose these ink sticks for
calligraphy. His description/comments are given for each
stick. All come in an individual wooden box. As used for
Western calligraphy, all will be a dense black. The subtle
color tones will become evident if the ink is diluted for
painting. Number in parens Boku Undo’s size indicator.
Student Quality
IS03. Kenbimukan Ink Stick 30104. (1.0). Brownish
Black. Student Grade. Gives sharp and crisp strokes. The
least expensive stick suitable for Western calligraphy.
Made from mineral oil. $20.00
Professional Quality Ink Sticks
IS04. Gansui Ink Stick 30208 (1.0). Bluish Black. Made
from different size soot particles, which give the blueblack color (when diluted). Flows well from the pen,
basically matte (with the merest hint of sheen). Works
well when dark or diluted. Ewan advises: “If in doubt,
buy this one.” $33.00
IS05. Mujokokuhin Ink Stick (2.0). Reddish-brown
Black. Slight sheen, very smooth flow. Good for small
scale writing. Slightly denser black than Gansui, and a
better value. Made from vegetable oils, aged 25 yrs. $65.00

toll free:

IS07. Ranjyatai Ink Stick 30211 (1.7). Bluish Black.
Made primarily for painting but also good for calligraphy.
Works well thick (dense black). When watered down, it
moves out into wet paper in a very subtle way. $48.00
IS09. Chingen Ink Stick 30105 (1.0). Black. $35.00
Reggie Ezell highly recommends these next two ink sticks
for broad-edged pen calligraphy for their crispness of line
and ability to handle quick moves in flourishes & ligatures.
IS10. Akanegimo Ink Stick 30210 (1.0). ReddishBrown Black. Matte when dry. Ewan advises to let this
ink dry an hour or more before gently erasing ruled
lines. $39.00
IS11. Seiryutai Ink Stick 30213 (0.7). Black. $29.00
Mike Kecseg uses this inexpensive ink stick for his pointed
pen work. (Not for broad-edged calligraphy.)
IS28. Fudenotomo Ink Stick 30101 (1.0). $16.00
IS38. Chinese Ink Stick #101.
This premium-quality ink stick produces
a smooth-flowing, shiny, dark brown-black ink. It is
highly regarded and is an excellent choice for both
calligraphy and painting. Comes in a decorative paper
case. 32 grams (1.13oz). 3-13/16" x 7/8" x 3/8". $30.00

800-369-9598 v web: www.johnnealbooks.com
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Pentel Dual Metallic Brush Pen

M153. Green/ Metallic Blue

M153. Pentel Dual Metallic Brush Pen.
These are Sparkle Pop Brush Pens. The
sparkling/glittery ink of each of the eight brush pen
appears as a different color on white paper than on black
(except the Gold and Silver). The pen has a true artist’s
nylon brush (like the Pentel Color Brush). The push
plunger provides a good ink flow. Choose from: Black/
Metallic Red, Blue/Metallic Green, Green/Metallic Blue,
Orange/Metallic Yellow, Pink/Metallic Pink, Violet/
Metallic Blue, Metallic Gold, Metallic Silver. $9.95 each
M97

Pentel Sign Pen

Actual Size

M97. Pentel Sign Pen
Brush-Tip Marker.
Also called Pentel Fude
ORANGE YELLOW GREEN Touch Sign Pen. This
pen’s brush-like tip
is great for quick, fun
writing. Water-based
SKY BLUE VIOLET PINK
ink. Linda Schneider
and Grace Song use it
for pointed brush scripts
OCHRE GRAY BLACK
based on Copperplate
and Spencerian. Great
NEW COLORS
for beginners and for
times when a pointed
nib pen is not practical.
BLUE VIO BURGUNDY GRY BLUE This brush is easy-tocarry in purse or pocket,
and you can get a similar
LT GREEN OLIVE PALE BLUE calligraphic line as
with a nib. Write script
anywhere, anytime,
PALE PNK PINK PURP TURQ GRN anyplace! Choose from
24 colors. $3.25 each

Gold & Silver Marker Assortment

ORIGINAL COLORS

RED

BLUE

BROWN

BLUE BLK

LT GRAY

PALE BRN

NEW! M97-S6. Set of 6. Colors: Black, Red, Blue, Green,
Brown, Yellow. $19.50. SALE $17.55
M97-S12A. Sign Pen Bush-Tip Sets of 12.
Original colors. $39.00. SALE $35.10
NEW! M97-S12B. Sign Pen Bush-Tip Sets of 12.
New colors. $39.00. SALE $35.10

LePen Flex
M148. LePen Flex Brush Marker. This new marker has
a flexible rubberized brush tip. It works great for brush
lettering and brush-pen copperplate. The ink is quick
drying and smear resistant. Choose from 12 vivid colors:
Teal, Red, Oriental Blue, Navy, Magenta, Green, Dark Grey,
Burgundy,
Brown, Blue,
Black, Amethyst.
$2.19 each
M148. Burgundy. Actual Size.
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M154. Zig Gold & Silver Marker Assortment.
This marvelous metallic marker set includes 3
different dual-tip markers. There is a dual brush marker,
a dual broad-edge calligraphy marker, and a dual bullet
marker. Each marker has two
tips, one gold and the other
silver. 6 different tips on three
Bullet
marker. Perfect for calligraphy,
hand lettering, and drawing
Broad-Edge
on light or dark paper; ink is
water-resistant, lightfast, and
Brush
archival-quality. $12.00

M149. Posca Brush Marker. Perfect for
calligraphy or coloring. Use this water-based
(no toxic fumes) paint marker on almost any surface:
paper, wood, plastic, glass. It is permanent on porous
surfaces and erasable on most non-porous surfaces. It is
opaque, covers well, is blendable, dries quickly, and can
be overlaid when dry. From Japan. Choose color: Black,
Blue, Gold, Green, Red, Silver, White. $9.99 each

Pentel Krazy Pop
Cotton Candy
Bliss

Electric
Watermelon

Velvet
Stardust

Lemon-Lime
Slime

M152-S. Pentel Krazy Pop
Iridescent Gel Pen Set.
This four-gel-pen set is similar to the
Sparkle Pop pens – they show up as
different colors on White paper and on
Black paper. These funky nontraditional
colors will add pizzazz to your piece.
Set includes: Cotton Candy, Electric
Watermelon, Velvet Stardust, Lemon
Lime. $11.40

❧ email: info@johnnealbooks.com v www.johnnealbooks.com

PILOT PARALLEL PENS

New barrel color!

FP67. 3.0 mm

The Pilot Parallel Pen is extremely smooth-writing, offering crisp edges and sharp hairlines. Nib point
consists of two parallel metal plates and allows for lettering in two sizes. Use the corner edge for sharp,
monoline writing or use the broad edge for calligraphic writing. You can produce color-blended letters by
touching ink from one pen to a second pen loaded with another color.
2.4 mm

3.0 mm

4.5 mm

3.8 mm

6.0 mm

FP67

1.5 mm

FP67. Pilot Parallel Pen. Specify size: 1.5mm, 2.4mm, 3.0mm, 3.8mm,
4.5mm, 6.0mm. These sizes now have white barrels. $10.00 each
FP67-S4. Set of 4 Pens. 1.5mm, 2.4mm, 3.8mm, 6.0mm (each with 2
cartridges) and a pack of 12 cartridges (one each of 12 colors). $40.00
FP67-S6. Set of 6 Pens. Above four sizes, plus 3.0mm, 4.5mm (each with
2 cartridges) and a pack of 12 cartridges (one each of 12 colors). $60.00
FP67-SB. Set of 4 Pens plus Parallel Pen Wizardry Book. $51.94
1 mm

2 mm

MODIFIED ADDITIONAL SIZES

FP68

FP68. Pilot Parallel Pens New Sizes. Add
these additional pen sizes to your Pilot Parallel
Pen collection. The 1mm is the perfect size for
addressing wedding invitations – though the
thick & thin contrast is less than with a dip pen.
Specify size. 1mm, 2mm: $15.95 each
2.4 mm

3.0 mm

3.8 mm

4.5 mm

6.0 mm

FP133

1.5 mm

LEFT-HAND PARALLEL PEN SIZES
FP133. Left-Hand Parallel Pens. Finally, a left-oblique Parallel Pen is
available! Original Pilot Parallel Pens have been ground to the proper angle
for left-handers from 1.5, 2.4, 3.0, 3.8, 4.5, and 6.0 mm Pilot Parallel Pens.
Specify size. $18.95 each

PILOT CARTRIDGES
FP70. Pilot Pack of 12 Color
Cartridges. For Parallel &
Plumix Pens. One each of the
colors below. $3.95
Pink
Turq.

Red
Blue

Orange

Violet

Yellow

Sepia

Light
Green

Blue
Black

Green

Black

FP69. Pilot Pack of 6 Color
Cartridges. For Pilot Parallel
and Plumix Pens. All one
color. Specify: Black, Sepia,
Blue-Black, Violet, Blue, Red,
Green, Turquoise, Light Green,
Yellow, Orange, Pink.
$2.50-$2.75 each

SCROLLCUT
PARALLEL
PEN
SIZES

6.0 mm

3.8 mm

FP134

PILOT PARALLEL PEN SIZES

FP134. Pilot Parallel Pen Scroll
Cut. A new modified Pilot Parallel
Pen that allows double-stroke or
Scroll writing. Choose: 3.8 or 6.0 mm
(entire width). $18.95 each

FP133-S. Set of 4 Pens. 1.5, 2.4, 3.8, 6.0 mm
(each with 2 cartridges). $75.80. JNB $72.01
2.4 mm

3.8 mm

FP124. Converter (Pilot). Use bottled ink in either
Parallel or Plumix Pens. Twist-fill mechanism. $6.70

6.0 mm

FP132

1.5 mm

RADIUS-CUT PARALLEL PEN SIZES

The Radius-Cut, Scroll-Cut, Left-Hand, and
Additional-Size Pilot Parallel Pen versions are created
by carefully modifying the original Pilot Parallel Pen.
Pilot does not warrant them, but JNB does.

FP132. Radius-cut Parallel Pen. For a new writing
experience, try these free-flowing, smooth-writing
curved pens, created by a master penmaker from
1.5, 2.4, 3.0, 3.8, 4.5, and 6.0 mm Pilot Parallel Pens.
Specify size. $18.95 each
S382. Monoject 412. Use this plastic syringe to
refill Parallel Pen cartridges with bottle ink or
FP132-S4. Set of 4 Pens. 1.5, 2.4, 3.8, and 6.0 (each
for filling dinky dips. Many craft and calligraphy
with 2 cartridges). $75.80. JNB $72.01
uses. $1.75 2/$1.60ea. 5/$1.50ea.
FP132-S6. Set of 6 Pens. 1.5, 2.4, 3.0, 3.8, 4.5, and
6.0 (each with 2 cartridges). $113.75. JNB $109.73
toll free: 800-369-9598 v web: www.johnnealbooks.com
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Pearl Ex
I139-S. Pearl Ex
Metallic
Calligraphy Set. Includes
9 colors (3g jars) that work
well with calligraphy nibs:
Rose Gold, Solar Gold,
True Blue, Silver, Aztec Gold,
Super Russet, Pearl White,
Grey Lavender, and Pink Gold,
I139-S
plus three jars of gum arabic
powder, instructions for mixing, and a list of nibs that
work well with Pearl Ex. $26.49

I139. Pearl Ex Individual 3 Gram Jars. $3.29 each
See johnnealbooks.com for list of colors.

VERMILION SUMI INK
I163. Moon
Palace Vermilion
Sumi Ink. This rich
vermilion ink is opaque and
easy to write with and comes
from the maker of Moon
Palace Sumi (Black), one of
our most popular black inks.
It was well received at a
recent IAMPETH convention and is lower in price than
others. From Japan. Choose size:
2oz (wide-mouth glass jar). $7.15
4oz (square plastic bottle). $11.95
Hint: To create a nice brown ink, great for Spencerian
Script, decant some of this vermilion sumi and add
Higgins Eternal ink, drop by drop, until you get the color
you desire.
I167

I167. Speedball Pen
Cleaner. Use to remove
dried ink from your dip pens,
fountain pens, or technical pens.
Specify size: 2oz. $5.06 16oz. $20.29

Pencils for
Dark Paper
Guidelines
S769. Mechanical White Lead Pencil.
Use this fine-line (0.9mm), white lead mechanical pencil
to draw guidelines on dark paper – then brush off the
lines! Similar to the soapstone pencil, but this item has
a sharper edge, creating a thinner line that is easier to
remove. Each pencil comes with nine 0.9mm leads. Fons
& Porter brand. $17.95. JNB $16.83

S1134. Magic Pencil. Use this grayish-white
pencil to draw white guidelines on dark
envelopes or sheets of paper. After writing, use a dry
Magic Eraser Sheet (Mr. Clean brand) to easily wipe
off your guidelines. Sharpens with a regular pencil
sharpener. 4.75" long. $3.00 each 2/$5.00 5/$9.00
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Lining Guides and Templates
S1133. Curved-Line
Template. Specially
designed for calligraphers, and
used for drawing parallel
curved guidelines for words or
phrases. You use the same
curve for baseline and x-height,
carefully moving the template
to the desired height. There are
3 different arcs and 5 different
compound curves – all with a
center mark. Create banners or
waves of writing. There are also cartouches and other
shapes plus an inch ruler on one edge, metric on the
other. 5" x 8", clear. $4.00

S1117.
Quickliner Envelope
Addressing Guide.
Made of a sturdy
acrylic material,
and it eliminates
the need for a
ruler, T-square, or
any measuring. Place
the appropriate Quickliner
on your envelope and use the
guide to quickly draw ascender
(A) and baseline (B) guides. The rubber
feet placed at each corner hold the guide securely in place,
insuring straight, parallel lines. On light-colored paper or
lined envelopes, use a sharply pointed pencil to draw the
guidelines. On darker papers, use a white-lead mechanical pencil (S769). Specify envelope guide size:
A2. (for 4-3/8" x 5-3/4" envelopes) $10.95
A6. (for 4-3/4" x 6-1/2" envelopes) $12.95
A7. (for 5-1/4" x 7-1/4" envelopes) $14.95
A10. (for 4-1/8'' x 9-1/2'' envelopes) $21.95
S1117-S3. Quickliner Set of 3. A2, A6, and A7.
$38.85. JNB 37.03
S1117-S4. Quickliner Set of 4. Above plus A10.
$60.80. SALE $57.56
S1115.
inkmethis
Guide Maker. For 8.5"x11"
sheets. Use this ingenious
tool in drawing both
horizontal and slant
guidelines. Made of thin,
flexible, and clear plastic
that allows you to see the
placement of your slant
lines and ensure proper
squaring and alignment. This stencil is designed to
make it a breeze to make your paper pointed-pen-ready.
Using one of the various x-height rulers to create your
horizontal guidelines, you can draw as many slant lines
as needed by simply sliding the Guide Maker to the right
on a T-square or by using the grid ruler at the bottom
to ensure you stay square with your horizontal guides.
Includes 55 & 52 degree stencil, mm ruler, inch grid
ruler, various x-height rulers, and oval stencils. $27.95

❧ email: info@johnnealbooks.com v www.johnnealbooks.com

